Avoidance of inter-repeat recombination by sequence divergence and a mechanism of neutral evolution.
Eucaryotic genomes are loaded with diverse repeated sequences and are therefore threatened by rearrangements via inter-repeat crossovers and by gene-inactivating conversions between genes and their inactive pseudogenes. Such repeated DNA sequences are usually diverged and polymorphic. Sequence divergence by well-spread point mutations is a potent inhibitor of homologous recombination due to the loss of recombination initiation sites and to the editing of recombinational intermediates by the mismatch repair system. Evidence is reviewed suggesting that a germ line process can identify duplicated sequences by homologous pairing, modify them by methylation and mutate by C----T transitions. Since this process requires a minimum contiguous homology that is larger than the average exon size, it is proposed that fragmentation by intron inserts protects the coding sequences from inactivation by homologous interactions with their pseudogene sequences.